FASHION REVUE
PERSONAL DATA SHEET

This form is used by the commentator and judges at the State 4-H Fair for the Daily Fashion Revue. Please complete it according to the directions and submit it to the State 4-H Fair Office as instructed in the current State 4-H Fair Premium List.

Please Check:
Daily Fashion Revue [ ]
Senior [ ]
Intermediate [ ]
Junior [ ]
Daily Fashion Revue [ ]
Daily Fashion Revue [ ]
Daily Fashion Revue [ ]

Name ____________________________________________________________
County ___________________________________________________________
Home telephone number ______________________ Year in 4-H ________
Year in clothing project ______
Project __________________________________________________________________________

PHOTOGRAPH OF YOU
IN OUTFIT YOU WILL MODEL

FABRIC SAMPLE

Fiber content ____________________________
Used for ____________________________

FABRIC SAMPLE

Fiber content ____________________________
Used for ____________________________

FABRIC SAMPLE

Fiber content ____________________________
Used for ____________________________

Cost to Make Garment $ __________
Cost if Purchased $ __________

(over)
In the space below, type a commentary about your outfit for the 4-H Fashion Revue commentator. Describe the fashion details. Include descriptions of necklines, collars, bodice, jacket, shirt sleeves, belt, and special notions (refer to the description on the pattern envelope). Make your commentary informative and concise. (See Suggestions for Writing Fashion Revue Commentary, EM4224E.) Maximum number of words—200. You may attach a separate sheet for your commentary.